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Is this answer helpful?

In the PRODEX trial (propofol vs dexmedetomidine), the median
duration of mechanical ventilation was, for dexmedetomidine, 97
hours (IQR, 45-257 hours) and, for propofol, 118 hours (IQR,
48-327 hours) (Gehan-Wilcoxon P = .24).

jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/1105080

Dexmedetomidine vs Midazolam or Propofol for Sedation
...

Dexmedetomidine vs Midazolam or Propofol for Sedation
...
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/1105080
ContextLong-term sedation with midazolam or propofol in intensive care units (ICUs) has
serious adverse effects. Dexmedetomidine, an Î±2-agonist available for IC
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treato.com › Compare Medications
Compare Precedex vs. Propofol, which is better for uses like: Sedation and Sedative.
Compare head-to-head ratings, side effects, warnings, â€¦

Precedex vs. fentanyl/versed vs. propofol | allnurses
allnurses.com/critical-care-nursing/precedex-vs-fentanyl-1074065.html
I recently transferred to ICU and in training right now. I just had a quick question about
sedative medications. Why would doctors use some sedative medications over others.
for example, Precedex vs.

Comparison of Dexmedetomidine versus Propofol for â€¦
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov › â€¦ › v.10(2); Apr-Jun 2014
Many cardiovascular surgeries are fast-tracked to extubation and require short-term
sedation. Dexmedetomidine and propofol have very different mechanisms of action and
pharmacokinetic profiles that make them attractive sedative agents in this patient
population. Recently, there has been increased ...

Compare Precedex vs Propofol - Comprehensive Analysis
â€¦
treato.com › Compare Medications
Compare Precedex vs. Propofol, which is better for uses like: Sedation and Sedative.
Compare head-to-head ratings, side effects, warnings, â€¦

Precedex as good as Versed or Propofol (JAMA) -
PulmCCM
https://pulmccm.org/randomized-controlled-trials/precedex-as-good...
Precedex (dexmedetomidine) was equivalent to Versed (midazolam) and propofol in a
large trial in JAMA on mechanical ventilation. Usual precedex dosing was used

Any reason why an ICU pt is on precedex rather than
propofol?
forums.studentdoctor.net › Pharmacy Forums [ PharmD ] › Pharmacy
Jun 28, 2015 · A quick google search tells me that precedex doesn't cause respiratory
depression or requires the constant attention of propofol and it's good for...

Precedex safety for sedation and patent expiration in 2019 ...Feb 28, 2018

Dexmedetomidine | Student Doctor Network May 12, 2013

TIVA without Propofol | Student Doctor Network Oct 13, 2010

Lets talk precedex | Student Doctor Network Nov 01, 2007

See more results

Precedex vs Propofol - Nurse Anesthesia
www.nurse-anesthesia.org/showthread.php/9777-Precedex-vs-Propofol
Feb 12, 2010 · Hi today I had a patient in CCU that was allergic to propofol and the
doctor ordered precedex. This was the first time I have ever used ... Precedex vs
Propofol

Comparison between dexmedetomidine and propofol â€¦
https://academic.oup.com/bja/article/87/5/684/298036
Comparison between dexmedetomidine and propofol for sedation in the intensive care
unit: patient and clinician perceptions â€ 

Dexmedetomidine vs propofol for gastrointestinal
endoscopy ...
journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/2050640616688140
Background and aimSeveral randomized controlled trials have compared sedation with
dexmedetomidine and propofol in gastrointestinal endoscopy, with â€¦

Precedex Versus Propofol-Awakening for Reducing â€¦
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT00538616
The purpose of this study is to evaluate brain injury when two different drugs (propofol
and precedex) are used to sedate patients who need a neurologic exam. The hypothesis
is that a neurologic exam performed when the subject has continuous infusion of
precedex will result in less brain injury ...

Evaluating the Effects of Propofol vs. Dexmedetomidine ...
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT03552146
The primary purpose of this observational study is to compare what drugs work best in
sedating children (> 3 months to < 36 months) who need an MRI. This type of research
may help clinicians (healthcare providers) learn more about how dexmedetomidine
works compared to propofol. The investigators are ...
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